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Workbook!l 
Workbook 11 INTRODUCTION 
The PRO-DAIRY Financial Data Collection workbook is designed to guide the farm manager through the data collection process necessary for completion of 
a Cornell dairy farm business summary. It was developed for use specifically with the PRO-DAIRY workshop "Managing With Finance," but can be used outside 
the course as well. 
Cornell Cooperative Extension's dairy farm business summary (DFBS) program is designed to help you, the farm manager, improve the financial management 
of your business through appropriate use of historical farm data and the application of business analysis techniques. In short, DFBS identifies the business and 
financial information farm managers need and demonstrates how it should be used in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the farm business. 
The workbook is laid out in column format, with each column labeled at the top of the page by a column number. Instructions for completion of each 
worksheet are offered on the page proceeding the worksheet. The description page (odd numbered) makes reference to the column numbers in explaining how each 
worksheet (even numbered) should be filled in. In some cases, an example is provided on the description page. In addition to the primary worksheets, there is an 
Appendix of supplementary worksheets which may be useful for some aspects of the data collection. Column numbers in the appendix are preceded by the letter 
IIAU • 
In order that this workbook remain useful into the future, specific years are not designated in the text or on the worksheets. Nearly all of the information 
needed is data from what is termed the "Summary Year." Summary Year refers to the calendar year prior to the year during which you are filling out this 
workb~ok. For example, if you are completing this workbook early in 1995, the Summary Year would typically be 1994. Unless otherwise noted, such terms as 
I 
"Beginning of Year" and "End of Year" refer to January 1st and December 31st of the Summary Year. Note the Summary Year below: 
Summary year:, _ 
Obtaining the information necessary to complete a summary does take time. However, it will be time well spent. It would be easy to feel overwhelmed by the 
number of worksheets and columns of data required. It may help to keep two things in mind: first, you will not be filling in every blank line in the workbook ­
many will not apply to your individual situation and, second, you will be using an organized process for collecting all the needed information. 
Outlined on the. page below is a three-stage process suggested for collection of the data required to complete a farm business summary. This process is 
designed to accompany the Managing for Success workshop outline. Stage 1 is to be completed prior to Session-I of Managing With Finance, Stage 2 prior to 
Session-IT, and Stage 3 prior to Session-ill. If you are having difficulties with completion of a particUlar worksheet, assistance will be available at the workshop 
sessions. 
************************************************************************************************************************************* 
* Assignments for completion of Stage 1 are surrounded by stars (***) on both the instruction page and the worksheet itself. * 
************************************************************************************************************************************* 
- ........ ... 
-
IIiI ... - .... .. .. .... ..... 
-­
~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~--~--~--~~~---~-~~
 
Workbook/2 
THREE STAGE PROCESS FOR DATA COLLECTION 
Stage 1: Completed by Session I
 
Physical inventories 
- machinery & equipment 
- feed & supplies 
-livestock 
Liability information 
Accounts receivable & payable 
Stage 2: Completed by Session II
 
Capital sales & purchases 
- machinery & equipment 
- land & buildings 
Inventory values 
- machinery & equipment 
- feed & supplies 
-livestock 
- real estate 
Depreciation information 
Miscellaneous assets 
Debt payment information 
Financial leases 
Cash income & expenses 
Stage 3: Completed by Session III
 
Labor inventory 
Business description 
Land inventory 
Tillable land use 
Breakdown of crop expenses 
New borrowings 
Planned debt payments 
Nonfarm cash income & expenses 
Optional deferred tax information 
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Workbook/3 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT PURCHASED
 
This worksheet provides a place for you to list each piece ofmachinery and equipment purchased during the summary year. 
A description of the item purchased should be entered in Column 1. In Column 2 enter the amount you paid for the item (or the "boot" in the case of a trade). The 
market value ofthe piece ofmachinery or equipment traded-in is entered in Column 3. Use your inventory market value--not the dealers' trade allowance. Ifnothing 
was traded-in when the purchase was made, put a zero in this column. Column 4 is the sum of Columns 2 and 3 and represents the market value of the new item. 
Columns 5 and 6 are used as controls on your inventory. Items traded-in are priced in Column 3 and should be removed from inventory. After removing them 
from your inventory records, mark an "X" in Column 5. The description and market value of items purchased need to be added to your inventory. A loss in market 
value i~ likely to have occurred from the date of purchase to year end. Therefore, you should adjust the amount appearing in Column 4 when recording in inventory to 
I 
represent the year end market values ofmachinery and equipment purchased. Once this has been done mark an "X" in Column 6. 
Example: (Enter your own data on the page provided below.) 
(Col. 1) (Col. 2) (Col. 3) (Col. 4) (Col. 5) (Col. 6) 
Inventory checks ..QQ 
Amount or Market value of Market value of Remove Trade-in Add new item 
Description boot paid + trade-in new item 
$
----ffi i l(er bJ4 ~O'l'\ $1/',500 + 0 $ I~S{)O ><
 
\\o..V b; ne. $ f?,500 + $ .;I. 000 $ /~SOO x x
, -- --, 
_....... _.......... ....
--- ..... ...'- .. ­
---~--~~~-~~-~---~~
 
Workbook/4 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT PURCHASED
 
(Col. 1) (Col. 2) (Col. 3) (Col. 4) (Col. 5) (Col. 6) 
Inventory checks ..00 
Amount or Market value of Market value of 
Description boot paid + trade-in new item Remove Trade-in Add new item 
$ + $ $---­
$ + $ $---­
$ + $ $---­
$ + $ $---­
$ + $ $---­
$ + $ $---­
$ + $ $---­
$ + $ $---­
$ + $ $---­
$ + $ $---­
Total machinery and equipment
 
purchased $
 
Workbookl5 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SOLD OR DESTROYED (not trade-ins) 
This worksheet is used to enter any machinery or equipment which you sold or which was destroyed. 
You should include a description of the item in Column 7 followed by the sale amount in Column 8 or the insurance payment received (for destroyed items) in 
Column 9. Column 10 is simply the total of Columns 8 and 9. 
Items traded-in when another purchase is made should not be entered on this worksheet (these are included in the preceding worksheet). Column 11 should be 
markec;l with an "X" after the item is removed from inventory. 
Example: (Enter your own data on the page provided below.) 
(Col. 7) (Col. 8) (Col. 9) (Col. 10) (Col. 11) 
Remove from 
Description Price Received Insurance Received Inventory (X) 
T.". ~Y\~re.. Sfre04er $ 300 $ X 
~o..('" ~(k\\ --=- \-\ $ SSO $ X 
-~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~---
--.... _..... .. _..... .. -;- -_ .....
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MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT INVENTORY AND DEPRECIATION
 
This worksheet summarizes the information about your machinery and equipment. 
The beginning and ending year inventory amounts can be transferred from your fann inventory book or other inventory record. The inventory amount should be 
based on the market value ofyour machinery and equipment. Ifyou do not have a good record of the machinery and equipment you own, pages 2-8 of the Appendix 
provide a place for you to take a complete machinery and equipment inventory. 
Machinery and equipment purchased can be transferred from the total of Column 2. 
Noncash machinery transfer to farm refers to any machinery and equipment acquired at no cost for use in the business. Gifts, inheritances and transfers from 
personal use are included. 
Machinery and equipment sold or destroyed can be transferred directly from Column 10. 
Summary year's tax depreciation is the amount you are claiming for depreciation during the summary year on your Federal income tax retwn for machinery and 
equipment. Do not include buildings and cattle depreciation in this figure. 
Once these figures have been compiled, machinery appreciation can be computed by following the math outlined on the worksheet. In short, machinery 
appreciation is equal to ending inventory less adjusted beginning inventory. Adjusted beginning inventory is the beginning inventory plus purchases plus noncash 
transfers less sales less depreciation. 
The information on this worksheet and all of the other inventory worksheets is essential to completion ofyour balance sheet and income statement. 
... -/ .... .. ...~ .. _\ ....... ... ... ........
' 
~----~-~-~-~-~---~~
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MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT INVENTORY AND DEPRECIATION
 
(Col. 12) (Col. 13) 
Beginning of Year Inventory (Jan. 1) $ffffj::::::::::::::::ffmm:'::::::::f::rj::r:::f:::r:::f:rr End of Year Inventory (Dec. 31) $rr:::::I:jj::::::::::::::r\\:':/:::::::\?: (A) 
Machinery and Equipment Purchased +f,:::m:tiffff::f::::,:,:,::tifff::::frfff:'fm 
Noncash Machinery Transfer to Farm +r::::::t/':::::::::::::tff'@::::rr:::tr:I::::::::::::::::II 
Machinery and Equipment Sold or Destroyed -'~:~:::::r/:t}ftt:~\~~]:t~?!ftt:: {\it::i~rr:~:~r:~:1 
Summary Year's Tax Depreciation 
Total Beginning Inventory After Changes I 
-:;i;r::;;··~:~:~t?~:t~:b:r~~?~~;tJitri\ti?j}I\\rt.? 
b $ (B) 
Machinery Appreciation (ending less beginning after changes or A minus B) $---­
- - - -
Workbookl9 
GROVVNFEEDINVENTORY 
This worksheet is used to calculate beginning and end ofyear inventory ofall grown feeds. These are crops that YQl! raised for feed. Purchased feed is not 
included here. The general method is to determine physical quantities offeeds, set a value per unit (ton, bushel, etc.), and then multiply the quantity times the value per 
unit to compute the total value of the particular feed in inventory. 
Ifyou have an end ofyear inventory of grown feeds for the year prior to the summary year, this can be used to complete the beginning ofyear portion of the 
worksheet for January 1. Ifyou are without the prior year's ending inventory figures, it may be easier to start by determining the summary year's ending inventory 
(December 31). In other words, start by completing the right side of the worksheet. Then make your best estimates of the quantities you had on hand at the beginning 
of the year (January 1). One method is to compare what you have at the summary year's end with what you think you had at the prior year's end. 
******************************************************************************************************************************** 
* Stage 1 Assignment: Enter quantities offeed on hand on January 1 in Column 14 and quantities on hand on December 31 in Column 17. To help you with * 
* acdurately estimating your physical inventories, an additional worksheet, silo charts and grain and hay volume conversion tables are included in the appendix * 
* on pages 9-17. * 
******************************************************************************************************************************** 
Example: (Enter your own data on the page provided below.) 
(Col. 14) (CoL 15) (Col. 16) (CoL 17) (Col. 18) (Col. 19) 
Beginning of Year (January 1) End of Year (December 31) 
Price Per Total Price Per Total 
Item Quantity Unit Value Quantity Unit Value 
Corn-HMSC 7sL $ ~~ $ Co 31~ 10> r: $ 7~ $-.:/,875I 
Corn-HMEC $ $ $ $
-
,
Corn-dry, ~hf.\\ 3500 bu.. $ 3·00 $ 10,$00 .,,1000 bu . $ .'l.bS' $---4300 
-
..-' ... .. .. 
- - -
.. .. .. 
- -
.. IiiIIr 
~--~~~-~~~---~~-~~~
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GROVVNFEEDINVENTORY
 
(Col. 14) (Col. 15) (Col. 16) (Col. 17) ~ol. 18) (Col. 19) 
Beginning of Year (Janugy 1) End of Year (December 31) 
Price Per Total Price Per Total 
Item Quantity Unit Value Quantity Unit Value 
************** ************* 
Com-HMSC $ $* * $---­ * * $---­
Corn-HMEC $ $* * $---­ * * $---­
Com-dry, _ $ $* * $---­ * * $---­
Oats $ $* * $---­ * * $---­
Wheat $ $* * $---­ * * $---­
Other _ $ $* * $---­ * * $---­
DryPIay $ $* * $---­ * * $---­
Hay crop silage $ $* * $---­ * * $----
Com silage $ $* * $---­ * * $---­
Other _ $ $* * $---- * * $---­
************** ************* 
Total Grown Feed $fiififtt:::fi::::rr::/", $:@ff::::t::::t:::::::ff::::::tt 
--
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Workbook/II"'~J1] _f1 .~: ti~~if ~i
 
~ t-,~" ...~_ ( .  (0,(0
'I. - ~ .~ '4 4, PURCHASED FEED INVENTORY 
This worksheet is used to calculate beginning and end ojyear inventory ojpurchasedjeeds. The method used is the same as that for grown feeds - determine 
physical quantities and then multiply the quantity times the price per unit to compute the total value of the purchased feed in inventory. You can use the price paid for 
your last load offeed in deciding on the price per unit figure. 
Once again, the beginning of year inventory is simple if you have a year end inventory of purchased feeds the year prior to the summary year. (If you don't, you can 
look forward to having it next year!) The dates on feed bills may be useful in making estimates for the beginning ofthe year if you do not have inventories recorded. 
Prepaid expenses for feed to be delivered/used in the following year must be included in the year end inventory ofthe year the payment was made. 
For clarification of inventory categories, see the expense definitions on page 43. 
************************************************************************•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• S~age 1 Assignment: Enter quantities of purchased feed on hand on January 1 in Column 20 and quantities on hand on December 31 in • 
• Column 23. • 
Example: (Enter your own data on the page provided below.) 
(Col. 20) (Col. 21) (Col. 22) (Col. 23) ---.!Col. 24) (Col. 25) 
Beginning ofYear (January 1) End ofYear (December 31) 
Price Per Total Price Per Total 
Item Quantity Unit Value Quantity Unit Value 
Dairy grain & concentrate J. 0 1'-t­ $ ~ $ s;rOO I~ 1: $ ;J.SO $ 3,75'0 
$--­ $--­ $--­ $--­
Total dairy grain & cone. $ffu;."W& . $;3j YSQ:. 
.... _.. .. _.. ., .... .. .. ..,.- .. 
-­
-- - - ..... .. ...
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PURCHASED FEED INVENTORY
 
(Col. 20) (Col. 21) (Col. 22) (Col. 23) (Col. 24) (Col. 25) 
Beginning ofYear (January 1) End of Year (December 31 ) 
Price Per Total Price Per Total 
Item Quantity Unit Value Quantity Unit Value 
"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' "''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dairy grain & concentrate $---- $---- $._--- $._--­'" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- - -
Workbook/I3 
SUPPLIES INVENTORY
 
This worksheet is used to calculate beginning and end ofyear inventory ofsupplies. Supplies include such things as machine parts, fuel, oil, 
grease, semen, veterinary supplies, seeds, fertilizer, and materials for land, building and fence repair. The method used is the same as that for grown and 
purchased feeds - determine physical quantities of the particular supply, set a price per unit, and then multiply the quantity times the price per unit to compute 
the total value of the supplies in inventory. Include prepaid supplies in the year-end inventory of the year payment was made. 
• Stage 1 Assignment: Enter quantities of supplies on hand for January 1 in Column 26 and quantities on hand for December 31 in Column 29• • 
• If known, the total value of a supply may be entered directly, without listing the quantity and unit price. • 
Example: (Enter your own data on the page provided below.) 
(Col. 26) (Col. 27) (Col. 28) (Col. 29) (Col. 30) (Col. 31) 
Beginning of Year (January 1) End of Year (December 31) 
Item Quantity 
Price Per 
Unit 
Total 
Value Quantity 
Price Per 
Unit 
Total 
Value 
Machine: Parts $ $ ~1500 $ $~ 8S1) 
Fuel, oil, grease 
Livestock: Semen 50~~ 
$ 
$ .,20 
$ 
$ If OOe> 1./0 ~WS 
$ 
$ ~!5 
$
-
$ 1,000 
Vet. supplies $ $ $ $ 
Bedding supplies $ $ $ $ 
Milking supplies 
Other livestock supplies * 
Crops: Fertilizer 
* Include bST. 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ ',500 
$ 2..+01'\5 
$ 
$ 
$ 200 
$ 
$ 
$ 
I, !OO 
Ifro 
.. .., ... .. .. 
- *" 
... .. 
-
.. 
-
.. 
-
.. ..
 
•••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••• 
~---~~-~~~-~~---~~.
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SUPPLIES INVENTORY
 
(Col. 26) (Col. 27) (Col. 28) (Col. 29) (Col. 30) (Col. 31) 
Beginning of Year (January I) End of Year (December 31) 
Price Per Total Price Per Total 
Item Quantity Unit Value Quantity Unit Value 
Machine: Parts • • $ • • $ 
Fuel, oil, grease • • $ • • $ 
Livestock: Semen • • $ • • $ 
Vet. supplies • • $ • • $. 
Bedding supplies • • $ • • $ 
Milking supplies • • $ • • $ 
Other livestock supplies • • • $ $ • • $ 
Crops: Fertilizer • • $ • • $ 
Seeds • • $ • • $ 
Pesticides/other • • $ • • $ 
Landlbuilding/fence • • $ • • $ 
All other • • $ • • $ 
••••••••*•••• 
Total supplies $$,==== 
• Include bST. 
Workbookl15 
.LIVESTOCK INVENTORY
 
The livestock inventory worksheet is used to determine the value oflivestock at beginning and end ofyear. An example ofthis worksheet for "Sample Farmer" is
 
included in the Appendix on page 18.
 
************************************************************************************************************************************ 
Stage 1 Assignment: Begin by entering the number of each different type of animal for January 1 (Column 32) and December 31 (Column 35). Do ** 
not include leased cows in beginning or end of year numbers. Enter the average number of animals on the farm during the year in Column 40. **
 
* 
This is most easily found on the D.H.I. report. This is the average number of cows in the herd for each month, totaled and divided by 12; it is not *
 
*	 the average of beginning and ending numbers. Your entry should include dry cows as well as cows in milk. Unlike the numbers in Columns 32 and 35, the* 
averages in Column 40 should include leased cows. ** 
************************************************************************************************************************************ 
To detennine beginning ofyear inventory values, make your best estimate of the value per head for each category on January 1 and enter in Column 33. Next multiply the 
value in Column 33 by the number in Column 32 to find the total value (to be entered in Column 34). 
End ofyear inventory value is computed in two ways - using both beginning and end ofyear prices. First, consider what the animals you had standing in your barn on 
December 31 ofthe summary year would have been worth on January 1 ofthe summary year, given the market conditions prevailing at that time. Unless large numbers of 
animals of different quality have been purchased or the composition of the animals in the group has changed significantly, the value per head using beginning ofyear prices 
(Column 36) will be the same as the value per head in the beginning-of-year inventory (Column 33). Two situations which would increase animal values are (1) purchase of a 
large number ofhigher quality animals and (2), an increase in the average age/size ofheifers in the ending inventory. The decision you must make then, is whether your animals 
are worth the same, more or less than you valued them in Column 33? Enter your estimate for the end ofyear inventory at beginning ofyear prices in Column 36. Ifyou do 
enter an amount in Column 36 that is different than Column 33, please explain what changes you have made to affect the value ofyour livestock (Column 41). 
The second way in which end ofyear inventory value is computed is more straight forward. What were the animals standing in your bam on December 31 worth on that 
same day? This end ofyear inventory at end ofyear prices is entered in Column 38 on a per head basis with the total value being entered in Column 39. 
Several additional items are needed in Column 41. Did you lease or rent any cows in during the summary year? What was your average milk plant butterfat test? What 
was your total pounds ofmilk sold? Be sure to base this on actual pounds shipped during the summary year. You may want to use the following method to determine this figure: 
Year-to-date lbs. shipped (Summary year December milk check)
 
- Monthly lbs. shipped (Summary year January milk check)
 
+ Monthly lbs. shipped (present year January milk check)
 
= Actual milk shipped during summary year
 .~,'~-
.. "/~'''''Jl.~· 
.. .. ...	 .­ .. .. 
- ­- - -' .. .. -	 - ­
- ------'_ .. __ ...... ...... .. ....
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LIVESTOCK INVENTORY 
(CoL 32) (Col. 33) (Col. 34) (Col. 35) (Col. 36) (Col. 37) (Col. 38) (Col. 39) (Col 40) 
Janumy 1 Prices December 31 Prices 
Average 
Price Per Total Dec. 31 Price Per Total Price Per Total Nwnber 
Type No. Head Value No. Head Value Head Value For Year 
********* ********* ********* 
Dairy Cows *::)::):::::ff:::m * $::::::':':':':':'::))/:':fffff $fi/)))):ff:)::::f:'::::f * :'))))):::i::: * $::'i):::f:::::):::::::H:f'::f:)/ $)::/::::):H/:::::'/::::)t::/ $J)/:: It::::::::::{':,:':':::)):: $)::::::::::::'::f::::::f:/:::f::f:::'f: * ::::):f:):::::ff * 
Bred 
Heifers: *:::':=:j'i.::\\:'\ * 
*:))'f'::'f::"::':' * 
I:::":'::\::::):::::::,::://::/::::::::" 
:':'::f:::,:)::::)::r:):::,::::::::::f:: :~:~r:~:~:~:~:ittmr:j:j:~tt:f~:~~:} 
:~t~rrtr..~~~:~\&jItm@{i * ::::::::::::::::==:m::I::: * 
* ::f::::it):::::f: * 
!::==:::\':f'I, "::::::::':::'III:::\' 
::::::m:::::::::::::::::):i:::i::),t:"::r: ttfJ f}f.::?r~/:~~rrjt 
~~~jr~tf~i!tmtf!{j~I!~{fI~ 
~;~~~~~ir\r~J1ri{jf\rtfi 
:\j\:~I1tm~tft}f!\~t:~:~: 'i::::::::::::'::fIII::::':I:\\r 
j:lt":')::::::::::::::):::::i::::::::::::::: 
* I:=:::fm:frr * 
* ::t::::::)):::::::::: * 
Open 
(6mo.-bred) 
* * 
*::':::::::::::':::f.,}) * jtttjIf};:i:~:~:/~~jfrrmr :~rfrrmrmmr :~:~~~~:ummmm * * * :::::r:::::'::r::::r:: * f~triijjjjtf(/t}?rjfr ~~~\jtj~j~;j~ff~rtittftfr ~~i~rttrtttmttfrfr~ jr}tjrt~ttriIftmt~t * * * ::::::t:::::::::ft:: * 
Calves 
(<6 mo.) '* * *rm':I,:,:,m,mmm * ::\::::': :'::::::III:::':t:,:,r'I':' :trr?ItmmmmmrmMm{~ * * * \r:,)::::'::=='i'i * ::::::~:~: ~:)t~rttfrrm~rmm ~~~~~jjj~mmtIItmmrmtIII f~~~trmmmtfI!ifff~l ~II~~~rm~mImmmmmIj~mjm~j~j * * * =:::m:::::m:H:::::I: * 
Bulls *::::rrr:::r::I: * 'r:::::::::::::r':::'~""'::t::::/'r):: rt~~i~~ttrmttttrr\t:~ * r,:r:::::):::::::,:::: * ':::::':IIr:'::::)('::t:::::;:::::'·\::: [~\~::i:}~:):(1trt{rmrmr f~)@r~t1r:~:r::~r{If\t ::m:::::::::::::::)::::::::::::::::::::t:::::t:: * t::::::::::::::::tt::: * 
Other 
livestock 
* * 
*:::::I):r:m:m:) * * * * r::r:}::):::::,:::: * J\t~tttt:~~~~ffrIf!tj~ j~~ttmmtj~jmttf~~ j! :::~;jI/ ~ttf)tJt~{:~:~:~t~(~~1\t ~ttIfr.t::/(?}/:tfm * * :))}:rW%: * 
********* ********* ********* 
Colurnn41 1 
Please explain ifany change in livestock value per head from beginning ofyear to end ofyear at beginning prices (Le. ifthere are differences between Column 33 and Column 36): 
Number of leased/rented dairy cows at end ofyear ~~~~:j~r~rrmrtrrtrrrrtrrtttt~~~ 
Total pounds of milk shipped between January 1 and December 31 ::':::::'::fffttt:t:)r:)i:j::::::::::::::::::::'ittibs. 
Average milk plant butterfat test :':'::f:::,:,:::,:,::::r::::,:,::,:t':'f)f)):::):)::::t::::'):% 
Computer entry: Enter "Other livestock, Average Number for Year" in work units. (See Table 1 ofMicro DFBS User's Guide.) 
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LAND AND BUILDING PURCHASES AND SALES 
This worksheet isfor recording ofnew purchases and capital improvements in land and bUildings. Ifyou neither bought nor sold land or buildings this year, nor 
sufferep any capital losses, then you can skip this worksheet. 
Land purchases and improvements in land and buildings should be described in Column 42, followed by the cost of the investment to be entered in Column 43. 
The category "Building and Land Improvements" refers to such things as permanent fencing, tile drainage, and farm ponds. 
Lost capital is the difference between the cost of an investment and its market value. For example, often a building costs more to construct than it will be worth on 
the open market after it is built. Tile drainage will likely cost more to install than the increase in the market value of the land resulting from the tiling. This does not 
mean that the improvement was an unwise investment; the value of the improvement to you, on your farm, over a period ofyears may well justify incurring the lost 
capital. 
The right side of the worksheet (Columns 45 and 46) is for recording capital sales and losses. Capital sales to be included here are sales ofland and buildings. 
Capital losses refers to losses incurred, for example, as the result of natural disasters. The insurance proceeds from a claim for a barn damaged by severe winds would 
be entered here. The heading "amount received" on Column 46 refers to insurance payments received. 
.. - ---- .... -_ .... - .-- -_ .. - ...
 
---~~--~~~~~~-~~~~~
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LAND AND BUILDING PURCHASES AND SALES 
(Col. 42) (Col. 43) (CoL 44) (Col. 45) (Col. 46) 
New Purchases and Captital Improvements Capital Sales and Losses 
Sale Price/ 
Amount 
Description Cost Lost Capital Description Received 
Land 
$---­
Total land purchases 
$---­
$::':::::::::'):}:}:tt:I't::::::::tt 
i 
Buildings and land improvement 
$---­ $---­
$---­ $---­
Total buildings/land improvements and lost 
capital 
$---­
$.t::::":,:,:,:::=::,,:(,::::::::t::t/::::: 
$---­
$;::ttt/::::::::::::::t::/::::::::::t::: 
Capital Sales 
Losses 
Total capital sales and losses 
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$::t/::tii::::::ii::/:::II::, 
Workbook/19 
REAL ESTATE INVENTORY 
This worksheet is used to record market value ofland and buildings at the beginning and end ofyear and to collect other information necessary to calculate 
real estate appreciation. 
Noncash real estate transfer to farm refers to land and buildings gifted to or inherited by the business/operator.
 
Use your tax depreciation schedule to detennine the amount you will claim for depreciation on your summary year's Federal tax return.
 
Sale expenses are the costs incurred in selling the land or buildings. The sale price itself was collected on the previous worksheet (Column 46).
 
Note/mortgage held by seller refers to amounts still owed you from a real estate sale which you have agreed to fmance for the buyer. These are the proceeds of the
 
sale that you will not receive in the summary year, but in future years. 
.. - .... .. - .. -_ .... - -- ... --- ....
 
-'--- - - - - -_.. _..
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REAL ESTATE INVENTORY
 
(Col. 47) 
Market value of land and buildings: 
Beginning ofyear (January 1) 
End ofyear (December 31) 
Noncash real estate transfer to farm 
Summary year's tax depreciation 
(Include buildings in pre-ACRS, ACRS, MACRS, 
and ADS) 
Sale expenses for real estate sold 
Note/mortgage held by seller from real estate sold 
$ :::::::::::\~~:~~~\tt:~:~}f:~:~ffffff:::r:~:: 
$:ff:IIIII::::::::::II:::::f:::I:fm~:I:m~: 
$ t:r:::t::~:::::::t::::::~:t:::)itt~::t:r::i::t 
$ :::::::::~~~mmr::r:t::::::tt::::::::tttttt:::: 
$ fff::t::}r:~rrr:}f~:~:~:~:~:~:tttt 
$:JI:::::f:I::::::I:::~::I:}f}m::::::I::I::I::: 
Workbook/21 
BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 
The business description worksheet is for collection ofessential information regarding your milkingfrequency and systems, housing, records, and business 
organization. 
l1tis infonnation is used to separate fanns into similar groups when analyzing summaries from many different businesses. It allows the individual fann 
I 
manager to compare his or her success with that of similar fanns. 
Place an "X" on ONE of the lines in each column. (You should end up with seven "X's" on the worksheet). 
For milking frequency, mark 2x if all cows were milked twice a day for the entire year. Mark 3x if all cows were milked three times a day for the entire 
year. If only a portion of the herd was milked 3x or more, or if the whole herd was milked 3x or greater, but only for part of the year, or if the total herd was 
milked more than 3x for the entire year mark "Other." 
If bST was used during the summary year, check the appropriate "% of herd" category. Estimate the average usage for the year. For example, if a dairy 
fanner or started supplementing his cows on November 1, and supplemented I00% of the eligible cows in both November and December, he would select option 
1, less than or equal to 25%. The calculation would be 100% multiplied by 2 months of usage divided by 12 possible months for supplementation = 17%. 
Eligible cows are defined as those cows that are 64 or more days in milk. 
In addition, if you are a D.H.I. cooperator, enter your D.H.I. herd code number on the designated line. This number will allow cross referencing of your 
D.H.I. and fann business summary infonnation. This does not provide D.H.I or animal science staffaccess to Dairy Farm Business Summary Data. 
~-~-~-~---~~-~-~--~
 
~~~------~-~~-~---~
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(Col. 48) 
Production 
records 
D.H.! 
O.S. 
Other 
None 
D.H.I. 
(Col. 49) 
Milking 
system 
Bucket & 
carry 
Dumping 
station 
Pipeline 
Herringbone 
Parlor 
Other 
parlor 
BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
 
Place ONE "X" in Each Column
 
(Col. 50) (Col. 51) (Col. 52) 
Primary 
business 
type 
Milking 
frequency 
bST 
Usage 
% of Herd: 
Single 2x1day 
proprietor­ <25% 
ship 
Partnership 3x1day 25-75% 
Corporation Other >75% 
Stopped using 
in summary 
year 
Not used 
(Col. 53) 
Dairy 
housing 
Stanchion 
tie stall 
Freestall 
Combination 
(Col. 54) 
Primary 
fmancial 
recordkeeping 
system 
ELFAC 
Account 
book 
Agrifax 
mail-in 
On-farm 
Computer 
Other 
Computer entry: See page 16for average number ofanimals, milk sold, and butterfat test. 
IWorkbookl23 
LABOR INVENTORY I 
This worksheet is used to accountfor all ofthe labor utilized in your business. Begin by identifying the operators ofthe 
farm. Operators should include all individuals who are integrally involved in the operation and management of the farm business. I 
They are not limited to those who are the owner of a sole proprietorship or are formally a member of a partnership or corporation. 
In instances where a husband and wife operate and manage the farm as a team both may be included as operators. The labor input 
ofeach operator should then be specified in months and entered in Column 56. In most instances, this is 12 months but in some I 
instances where one or more operators of the farm business have other items occupying their time, such as an off-farm enterprise, 
commitment to farm organizations or family commitments; less than 12 months would be appropriate. In order to calculate more 
accurate labor efficiency factors, operator months greater than 12 are also possible. Convert average weekly operator hours to I 
months using 4.3 weeks/month and 230 hours/month. For example, Operator #1 works, on average, 60 hours per week, which 
converts to 13.5 months per year: I 
60 hours/week x 4.3 weeks/month . 
230 hours/month X 12 months worked =13.5 full-time months I 
In addition, for each operator, indicate their age (Column 57), their years of education (Column 58), and the estimated value of 
their management and labor input (Column 59). This value should be based on what that person could earn in a similar capacity Iin similar employment (the opportunity cost). Any farm wage or benefit expense for these operators should be excluded from the 
labor expenses entered in Column 100, page 44. This exclusion will be most relevant for corporations but may also apply to other 
businesses. I 
Next list in Column 55 the names and months worked ofthe following: I1. family labor which was paid, 
2. family labor which was not paid, and 
3. hired labor. I 
The months oflabor recorded should all be in numbers offull-time months worked. For part-time workers this requires a 
conversion be made. Hourly labor should be converted on the basis of230 hours per month. There are 4.3 weeks in a month. I 
Below is a formula for converting hours per week to full-time months and an example ofthis type ofconversion: 
,INo. Hourslweek X 4.3 weeks/month 
Fun-time months = X No. Months worked 230 hours 
Example: Daughter-in-law milks evenings, six days a week, year round. Usually averages about 20 hours/week. I 
20 Hoursiweek X 4.3 weeks/month 
Full-time months = X 12 Months worked 
230 hours I 
Full-time months = 4.5 months I 
After computing the months worked for each employee, enter the totals for family paid, family unpaid, and hired employees in 
Column 56. Column 56 can then be totaled to determine the total months worked by all personnel on the farm. 
The conversion to full-time, worker-month equivalents is necessaIY; conversion is not always easy but is very important to an I 
accurate summaIY. These figures will be used to determine profitabilitY~ size of the labor force, and labor efficiency. 
I
 
I
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LABOR INVENTORY
 
I
I
I 
I
I
I 
I 
I
I 
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
 
(Col 55) 
Labor description 
Operator - 1: _ 
-2: _ 
- 3: _ 
-4: _ 
- 5: _ 
- 6: _ 
Family members (paid employees): 
Names Months 
Total Family Paid 
Family members (unpaid): 
Names Months 
Total Family Unpaid 
Hired (regular and seasonal) 
Names Months 
Total Hired 
Total All Labor 
(Col 56) (Col 57) (Col 58) (Col 59) 
Full-time Years Value of 
Months Age Education Mgmt & Labor 
.. ,.:'months 
---"-' 
months 
Workbookl25 
LAND INVENTORY 
This worksheet is for recording the acreage with which you are working. 
Enter acres owned in Column 60 and acres rented in Column 61. Combined with cost information, these figures will allow for determination ofmany crop 
management factors on a per acre basis. 
Example 
(Col. 60) (Col. 61) 
Acres Owned Acres Rented 
Tillable Land /00 /o~ 
Pasture (nontillable) ~ .;J..~ 
Woods and other nontillable go 
Total ~'Itl 130 
---_ .. _.... _-----_ .. -_ ..
 
-~-------~--~----~-
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LAND INVENTORY 
(Col. 60) (Col. 61) 
Acres Owned Acres Rented 
Tillable Land IfIIttI~/tII~}I{Ij f~ttIII:::~:IrmIIm~rtjj 
Pasture (nontillable) mmt~jttItmmmmm}}mm}~~ ~~~mI~~~;~;~;~;~m);~;~;~r~~;)rrrrrr 
Woods and other nontillable ttttttrtttttmrrf mJrrrrI~:~:/JtrttI? 
Total 
Workbookl27 
TILLABLE LAND USE 
This worksheet is used to record how you utilized your tillable land during the summary year. 
For each type ofland use, enter number of acres in Column 62. Note that for hay crops you enter the acreage only once, that being for the number offirst cut 
acres. Ifyou double-cropped one or more fields, count the acreage once under the primary crop produced or allocate the acres between crops. Do not double count. 
The production of both crops is entered on the appropriate lines. Additional worksheets to assist you in determining tillable land use and crop yields are available in 
the appendix (pages 9-17) ifneeded. 
Quantities of crop produced is recorded for all hay cuttings and other crops in Column 63. 
Enter the dry matter coefficient for forages in Column 64 (e.g. 40% dry matter is entered as .4). 
Com for grain should be converted to dry shelled equivalent. A worksheet and tables to assist with this conversion are located in the appendix. Check to see that 
total a~res (Column 62) is equal to tillable land owned and rented (Column 60 and 61). 
These figures will be used to compute crop yields and costs per unit ofproduction, thereby helping you to plan and control your cropping program. 
Example: 
(Col. 62) (Col. 63) (Col. 64) 
Use Acres Total Production Dry Matter 
(1 st cut only) (all cuttings) Coefficient 
Hay crop (lst cut acres only) /~f 
Hay 90 tons .e~ 
Hay crop silage ,~S' tons .. YO 
Com silage ~ 73k tons ·30 
Com for grain 0 0 dry shelled bushels 
- - - -
.. - .. -- .. - -------­
~--~-----~-~~------
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TILLABLE LAND USE 
(Col. 62) (Col. 63) (Col. 64) 
Use Acres Total Production Dry Matter 
(lst cut only) (all cuttings) Coefficient 
Hay crop (l st cut acres only) :::::::::::::·:;:~:;:·;·::::::::··:::::::r:::::::·:::::..... 
Hay ttirrrrrffftrt tons 
Hay crop silage mfrrrrrrtrrrr~ tons t ;::;:::::/Irt~~rr~tittt 
Com silage ~\:~r~~~ ( ff~\ijI rm~t\I fff}){{iffff)i}JI tons ~:::{:~:~}IIIi~tir)i~{:~:r 
Other forage harvested ~!~~ ~jf f :.::::~:~~):/r\itt:/:i \·rr}j)rf)rt)r~~ tons rmtII1fft\trtttt 
Com for grain ~ )}tV:{:(:(}i}\trrti rm j~{ir\fir(r~~~;:~~~r dry shelled bushels 
.Oats 
I 
~r~t}\~\t~iirI\{t\\tj~ fJt.tt/lttfftf dry bushels 
Wheat rmrtfff)}IffIf}} rri)tt\ifi:lr;i::::·:····. dry bushels 
Other: jfrf}~/IrIj?rrfrrf rjfff)ff~ri miff? 
Tillable pasture rrrm?f}f~rrrrrrrm mrmmrmrrr Check if dairy cows were on rotational grazing at least 
3 months and pasture was changed at least every 3 
days. 
Idle tillable acres tttti{}If)iffffftt 
Total tillable acres 
Computer entry: Enter "Dry matter Coefficient" as a decimal. Enter "Other" category of land use in work units (see Table I of Micro DFBS 
User's Guide). 
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l.iFe 1JII,
po£·-cqll(b)- , ~ th~  Saflin9s ~: ~co"nt l~J 
MISCELLANEOUS FARM AND FAMILY ASSETS 
The information from this worksheet is used along with the inventory information already collected to complete yourfarm and nonfarm balance 
sheet. This will allow you to examine, among other things, your net worth and how it changed from the beginning to the end of the year. 
Prepaid expenses are the cost of items or services paid for in advance of their use. For example, rent for the current year which was paid during the 
summary year is a prepaid expense. Thus, the prepaid expense amount for January 1 (Column 65) would represent expenses paid for in years prior to 
the summary year for goods or services not used before January 1; December 31 prepaid expense (Column 66) represents expenses paid for but not 
used before the end of the summary year. The total change in prepaid expense (the difference between the January 1 and December 31 amounts), 
whether positive or negative, must be distributed among the proper expense category in Column 101 (page 44). 
Ifyou participated in the Dairy Farm Business Summary program last year, there is no need to enter the January 1 values (Column 65) unless a 
change needs to be made in the values entered last year. Enter end of year values in Column 66. 
, Nonfarm assets for partnerships and corporations should include nonfarm assets of all families in the business or none at all. 
Example: 
(Col. 65) (Col. 66) 
Asset January 1 December 31 
Other stock & certificates 
Farm Credit stock 
Farm Assest 
Farm cash, checking, & savings 
$ 
~~ 
~7000 $ 
c2~ 
~~DO 
o 
Prepaid expenses 
Nonfarm assets: 
Personal cash, checking, and savings ,/cJ.S'OO ,,;If(OO 
-- - - .. -- - - .. - .. -
--_._-­
----------~--------
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MISCELLANEOUS FARM AND FAMILY ASSETS 
(Col. 65) (Col. 66) 
Asset January 1 December 31 
Farm Assest 
Farm cash, checking, & savings $i:::::i):mtirrrr)iimi:i:tti:::ttti:i:i:i:i\:iii:ti:\\\\:iiii:::t:tt:'m::::::::::fffi:::rri:iiiit $ m:::t:r:::::)t:itt:i))ftt: ::::}Jtrrrritt:i::::tt:::]::':=::ritJmbi<:::r:ttr 
Accounts receivable (Beginning and ending accounts receivable are entered in Columns 90 and 89 respectively.) 
Farm Credit stock fft~trt~f~jff!di(rrf jj\i;i/ifi/ifi{{~tr@@ftrfj;~~~~;~;::/1rtfItIIf ;:;:\L:;:;" t~\it)!;tttrmtrtttif)\:ji~\}ti:/ii{:i\ /::~;?:~tftfrtfffjr 
Other stock & certificates :rt{tr~ttr~~~{1(\:1IIItftttr)tt: ..:~:::::~ttr:rr~~~{jfJtJtfIt/Jtmm ~~;.) j1(1~(}jrtf()ttttt\(mmtr\\trr\rfltfttIttjtf)jflff 
Prepaid expenses f)Wt:~:~{t:ri:::irtrmmmtr~;~;~itjjjjjj)jjjjfjfr~~ ~~~~r!mmmfr~1~ 1i1}f\~\Iir~ift~Ji~{{ij~ mrmrit~!fIrr!i@~{jfj t?~\}tfj: rf)!rIjJtttt!~rm!rj~rr!!!f!!~ri~:~r!t~j~!~~~ 
Nonfarm assets: 
Personal cash, checking, and savings :~)f}fftfffftI@~jf.{it:1/:r{{\J))jffffmjrrt~fM}fft~r ~;~~;~~~~/? ~j(Jt!rrrm~rmmmmrmItIIftt?tItfIt~t{t ~f};\II~~:~t>rrI~rtmmI 
Cash value of life insw-ance 
Nonfarm real estate 
Personal share auto 
Stock & bonds 
Household .fumishings :rmr :;:;:~:~:r~:j\ff\itrtttrrtt~ :~:~:~:~:~:~t.·::\;:;:· ~:~:\~~~fi;;;~f~~tfttff\ff?f) ~~~~rt~~jfffftt\r\i~r~/ri}~}~:~:tt~fMttffttt~t{t:tt rmttt~~??~I\:: 
Other (include mortgages & notes) 
Computer entry: See page 38 for accounts receivable (note that beginning/ending order is reversed - Col. 90 is beginning, Col. 89 is ending.) 
---- --------- --- -- -
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LIABILITIES AND DEBT PAYMENTS
 
The liabilities and debt payments worksheet is a place for you to record money borrowed to purchase capital items. It is divided into three categories of debt: long tenn (ten years or more), 
intennediate tenn (more than one year but less than ten), and short tenn (one year or less). Note that the short tenn debt on this worksheet is not for "operating debt" but for short tenn money 
borrowed for capital purchases. Operating debt will be entered on the next worksheet. 
****************************************************************************************************************************************** 
* Stage 1 Assignment: In Column 67 enter the name of the bank or other creditor loaning the money. In Columns 68 enter the beginning of year loan balances; * 
* in Column 69 enter the end of year loan balances. * 
****************************************************************************************************************************************** 
New borrowings added to a particular loan during the summary year should be noted in Column 70. Column 71 is the amount of money borrowed to refinance or pay down an existing debt. 
Enter the loan as a positive number and the amount paid down as a negative number. Do not enter money borrowed for refmancing in Column 70 or in Column 72 as principal paid. Column 
72 and 73 ask you to split your actual summary year loan payments into principal and interest portions; a call to the bank may be helpful in coming up with these numbers. 
Current year plans are requested in Columns 74,75 and 76. Enter the beginning ofyear interest rate, the amount of each payment (principal and interest) and number ofpayments per year 
(usually one per month or 12 per year). FmHA borrowers will want to contact your county supervisor to fmd out how much ofyour milk assignment will be applied to each loan. 
Example: 
(Col. 67) (Col. 68) (Col. 69) (Col. 70) (Col. 71) (Col. 72) (Col. 73) (Col. 74) (Col. 75) (Col. 76) 
Current Year Plans 
Actual Summary 
Amount # Pay-Debt Amount Amounts of Amount of Year Payments 
Interest of Each ments/New Debt 
Jan. 1 Dec. 31 Principal Interest Rate Payment YearCreditor Borrowings Refmanced 
$ $ $ 2,7S0 $.3.~SO R % $ S~~ /.l\fU.S+ ComfClny $'051' $S~8~' ,I 
_\ S\- .2000N~i-'on"\ /0,000 0 -8'000 ,a> 0 0 0 I 
l<11 ~~e.. \l &'lY\\(.. 0 4°00 .,.. ~O()() ---4000 0\00 7.S' '{DO I~ 
-----
----
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• 
- --­
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LIABILITIES AND DEBT PAYMENTS 
- -­
(Col. 67) (Col. 68) (Col. 69) (Col. 70) (Col. 71) (Col. 72) (Col. 73) (Col. 74) (Col. 75) (Col. 76) 
Debt Amount Amounts of Amount of 
A I Sctua ummary 
Year Payments 
Current YearPlans 
Amount 
New Debt Interest each # Payments/ 
Creditor Jan. I Dec. 31 Borrowings Refmanced Principal Interest Rate Pavment vear 
• Long term debt (~ 10 years)
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·Intermediate term debt (> I yr.< 10 yrs.)
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Short term debt (I yr or less) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
$ $ • $$--- $ -----\----' 
------'-"-­
,. 
<.
.. 
IIII!IIiI 
$ :-'.. -'---'--­
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OTHER LIABILITIES AND DEBT PAYMENTS
 
This worksheet is for entry ofadditional liability and debt information not covered by the previous worksheet. 
Operating debt is the money borrowed to purchase items or services which are expenses during the same year (e.g. fertilizer). These expenses are entered on another worksheet; that is why 
there is no place for entry ofprincipal paid during the summary year since such an entry here would "double count" the expense. 
****************************************************************************************************************************************** 
* Stage 1 Assignment: In Column 77 enter the name of the bank or other creditor loaning the money. In Column 78 enter the beginning of year loan balances; * 
* in Column 79 enter the end of year loan balances. The beginning of year (January 1) government payments item should indicate payments received in the * 
* year prior to the summary year for participation in summary year government programs. The end of year (December 31) item should indicate government * 
* payments received in the summary year for participation in the current year for participation in the current year's government program. * 
****************************************************************************************************************************************** 
Column 82 asks for planned net reductions in operating debt and accounts payable. This is the amount you plan to reduce your operating loan(s) and accounts payable by the end of the 
current year. !fyou expect to experience an increase in either of these areas, enter the net change preceded by a negative sign. Detailed accounts payable information will be entered in Column 
98; you will probably want to complete Column 98 before estimating your net reduction in accounts payable for the current year. 
The nonfarm debt information is necessary to complete your nonfarm balance sheet. Your figures should include debt incurred for all nonfarm assets purchased. In this case, Column 82 
should indicate the total nonfarm debt payments you are planning to make in the current year. 
Example: 
(Col. 77) (Col. 78) (Col. 79) (Col. 80) (Col. 80a) (Col. 81) (Col. 81a) (Col. 82) 
Debt Amount Actual Summary Current Year Plans 
Amount of Amount of Year Payments Net Reductions and 
Creditor Jan. 1 Dec. 31 
New 
Borrowings 
Debt 
Refmanced Principal Interest 
Total Non-Farm 
Payments Planned 
Operating debt.c n.~ $ '3 ~ 4SO $ 3\,'000 $ $ 3~O'" $ /£>.000Boo lc. 0\ 1\e8 • e. , ., -
- - - - - - -
.. -
- -
.. 
- - - - - - ­
- - - --- -- - - --- --- -
--
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- -
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OTHER LIABILITIES AND DEBT PAYMENTS 
(Col. 77) (Col. 78) (Col. 79) (Col. 80) (Col. 80a) (Col. 81) Col. 81a Col. 82 
Actual Summary Current Year Plans 
Debt Amount Amount of Amount of Year Payments Net Reductions and 
New Debt Total Non-Farm 
Creditor Borrowings Refinanced Payments Planned Jan. I Dec. 31 Principal Interest 
• Operating debt • 
• $.-..4....:--~~ • $---­
•• 
• 
• Accounts payable (Beginning and ending accts. pay. are • 
• entered in Columns 97 and 96. • 
• respectively) 
• Advanced government 
payments $--,---~-
• Nonfarm debt $-,-'-----'--­
....................................................... ~ .....
 
• 
Computer entry: See page 42 for accounts payable (note that beginning/ending order is reversed - Col. 97 is beginning and Col. 96 is ending.) 
------------- ------
•
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FINANCIAL LEASES 
Fill in the following worksheet only ifyou are leasing cattle, equipment, or structures from an individual or company outside ofyourfamily or business. 
Include only fonnal fmanciallease agreements where there is a scheduled payment commitment. This worksheet is not for recording of rent paid; rent infonnation 
is recorded on the cash expenses worksheet in Column 100. The total amounts paid on financial leases in each category as recorded on the worksheet below in 
Column 85 should be added to the rent paid in each category, if any, and entered in Column 100. 
-------------------
Workhookl36 
FINANCIAL LEASES 
(Col. 83) (Col. 84) (Col. 85) (Col. 86) (Col. 87) 
Total Number of Number of 
Amount of X Number of = Summary Year payments/ payments 
Leased item each payment payments expense full year remaining 
Cattle: $ 
Equipment: 
Structures: 
Total cattle lease 
Total equipment lease 
Total structures lease 
$,======= 
$-----­
$,=======
 
$,=======
 
- --- -- --- - --- --- -- -
Workbookl37 
CHANGES IN OPERATING ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
 
This worksheet isfor recording ofchanges in accounts receivable and allocating these changes to proper receipt category. 
******************************************************************************************************************************** 
* Stage 1 Assignment: IdentifY changes in operating accounts receivable with a description (Column 88), end ofyear (December 31) balance (Column 89) * 
* and beginning ofyear (January 1) balance (Column 90). Subtract the beginning from the end ofyear balance and enter the change in Column 91. * 
* Caution: Note that Columns 89 and 90 are in reverse chronological order so that an increase will be recorded as a positive change in * 
* Column 91. Make sure the beginning of year balance is in Column 90 and the year end balance is entered in Column 89. * 
* * 
* Next, assign and allocate changes in accounts receivable to the appropriate fann receipts category on the right side of the worksheet (Column 92). * 
* When completed and totaled, the "Change in Accounts Receivable" by account column (Column 91) must equal the "Change in Account Receivable" * 
* by category column (Column 92). * 
******************************************************************************************************************************** 
Example: 
(Col. 88) (Col. 89) (Col. 90) (Col. 91) (Col. 92) 
YearEnd Beginning 
I 
I I~ 
Allocation 
_ 
Account Number 
or Description 
Balance 
(Dec. 31) -
Balance 
(Jan. 1) = 
Change in 
Acct. Rec. iR~ceiPt Category Change in Acct. Rec 
Milk Receipts $ JO,314:f1 - $ ,<j{.~7' = $ ~J0a.O IMilk $ cilJO~D 
IDairy Cattle - S"00 
Liv(.~~l......-__ $ .J.,"00 $ 3."00.. $ -1.000.. IDairy Calves - ~O!J 
TOTAL: $ ~;l Cf~,, $ ~ltt11J $ "0~o }====Equals=====> I Other livestock $ /.{)~O ; 
- - ­ - - ­ - ­ - - ­ - - ­ - - - - -
CHANGES IN OPERATING ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
Workbookl38 
(Col. 88) (Col. 89)* (Col. 90)* (Col. 91) (Col. 92) 
Allocation 
Year End Beginning 
Account Number Balance Balance Change in ! Change in 
or Description (Dec. 31) (Jan. 1) Acct. Rec. I Receipt Category Acct. Rec 
********************************************************************************************** ************* 
* Milk Receipts 
* 
$,---­ $---­
* 
$ * Milk 
Dairy Cattle 
* $---­ $---­ $ * Dairy calves 
* 
* 
Other livestock 
* $---­ $---­ $ * Crops 
* 
* 
Government receipts 
* $---­ $---­ $ * Custom machine work 
* Gas tax refunds 
* $---­ $---­ $ * Other: _ 
* * 
* Total: $T:t:,~t?:tit;',<K8;;%~¥8E;;4; ,.t\ $¥+W;11gfp&Ul,;wP1,*1tn $ }====Equals=====> *$==== 
* 
***********************************************~********************************************* ************* 
* Make sure the beginning of year balance is entered in Column 90 and the year end balance in Column 89. 
Computer entry: Data in Col. 92 will be used with data on page 40 to complete Screen 12. 
IWorkbook/39 
I
 
I
 
I
 
CASH RECEIPTS I 
This worksheet is a placefor you to listfann and nonfann receipts. This infonnation will be combined with 
changes in inventories and accounts receivable to compute your accrual receipts for the year. I 
Below are some guidelines for recording su.mmaty year receipts: I 
1.	 Include gross value for pounds ofmilk sold. 
2.	 Dairv cattle sales include receipts from cull cows and breeding stock. Include bob calf receipts under dairY calves I 
sold. 
3.	 Sales of standing and harvested field, crop insurance proceeds, fruit and vegetable crops go under crop sales. I 
Maple products and wood sales should be reported as miscellaneous income. Include all receipts from custom
 
work. gas tax refunds, and government receipts under the appropriate category.
 I 
4.	 Machinery and real estate sales have been accounted for in previous worksheets and must not be added in with 
other farm receipts. I 
5. Itemize and identify miscellaneous ("other") receipts ofmore than $500. Include income from maple product sales 
and positions such as director of cooperative. I 
6. Nonfarm cash income from nonfarm work for self and spouse, tax refunds, principal and interest received from 
prior sale of farm assets, timber sales, gas and oil royalties, gravel sales, income from elected office, and other 
nonfarm income that is available for debt payments and family living. In some instances, receipts such as timber I 
sales should be classified as farm income; i.e., ifthe farm operator has actively managed the enterprise and the 
corresponding expenses are included in Column 100, page 44. Nonfarm income is necessary for the Annual Cash 
Bow Statement to balance, but it is not included when calculating farm profitability. I 
7.	 Cash used in the business from nonfarm capital is all the rest of the cash flowing into the farm business from 
outside. Include cash from personal savings accounts, stocks or bonds converted to cash, cash gifts and I 
inheritances. 
I8.	 Nonfarm noncash capital used in the farm business includes gifts and inheritances offarm assets and the conversion 
ofnonfarm assets to farm assets. Exclude machinery and real estate from Column 94; these were previously 
entered in Columns 12 and 47, respectively. I
 
I
 
I
 
I Workbookl40 
I CASH RECEIPTS 
I (Col. 93) (Col. 94) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Receipts Cash Receipts 
Farm receipts: 
Milk 
Dairy cattle 
Dairy calves 
Other livestock 
Crops 
Government receipts 
Custom machine work 
Gas tax refund 
Other: _ 
Total Other 
Sale of other stock & certificates 
(exclude Farm Credit) 
Nonfarm receipts: 
Cash income: 
Total nonfarm cash income 
Cash used in the business from 
nonfarm capital 
Noncash capital transferred to farm 
business 
$---------­
$---------­
$---------­
' > 
$---------­
$---------­
$---------­
--------'> $ ------"---"--...;.:....---.:~ 
I Computer entry: Combine information on this page with accounts receivable information on page 38 (Col. 92) to complete Screen 12. 
I 
I 
-------------------
Workbook/41 
CHANGES IN OPERATING ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
This worksheet is for recording changes in accounts payable and allocating these changes to the proper expense category. 
******************************************************************************************************************************** 
* Stage 1 Assignment: Complete all columns (95 to 99) on the worksheet. Follow the guidelines below. * 
******************************************************************************************************************************** 
Guidelines for recording summary year changes in accounts payable: 
1.	 IdentitY changes in open operating accounts payable by first entering the end ofyear balance (December 31) in Column 96, the beginning ofyear (January 
1) balance in Column 97, and then subtracting the beginning ofyear balance from the end ofyear balance and enter in Column 98. These are accounts 
established when farm inputs, such as feed, fertilizer, fann supplies, machinery, repairs, and veterinarian services were bought on credit. 
2.	 If there is more than one account per dealer or farm supplier (e.g., feed is purchased from the same supplier as fertilizer), list them separately on the left-hand 
portion of the worksheet to facilitate easier allocation to farm expense categories. 
3.	 Assign and allocate changes in open operating accounts payable to appropriate farm expenses listed in Column 99 on the right side of the worksheet. 
4.	 When more than one type of farm input is included in a particular open account, allocate to the expense categories using the estimated proportion offarm 
input actually purchased from the account during the year. 
5.	 The totals of the two "Change in Accounts Payable" columns (Columns 98 and 99) must be equal. 
6.	 If scheduled debt payments were not made, there is likely an increase in accounts payable for "interest". However, if the loan was refmanced and the unpaid 
amount added to the principal, the interest is considered paid and is reported with the debt payments. 
-- --
•••••••••••••••••••
•
••••••••••••••••••• 
-------------
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
--
Workbookl42 
Account Number Ending B1ance Beginning Change in 
or Description (Dec. 31) - Balance (Jan. I) = Acct. Pay. 
(Col. 95) (Col. 96)* (Col. 97)* (Col. 98) (Col. 99) 
I Allocation 
I Expense Category Change in Acct. Payable 
•
•
•
•
•
.--------' 
•
•
.-------­
•
•
.-------­
•
•
.-------­
•
•
.----i;------­
•
•
•
•
•
--------'
•
•
•
.---------' 
•
•
.--------' 
•
• 
• TOTAL: 
CHANGES IN OPERATING ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
 
• 
• Hired labor 
• Feed 
• Dairy grain & cone. 
• Dairy roughage 
• Nondairy feed 
• Machinery 
• Mach. hire & lease 
• Mach. repairs & veh. exp 
• Fuel, oil & grease 
• Livestock 
• Replacement livestock 
• Breeding 
• Veterinary & med. 
• Milk marketing 
• Bedding supplies 
• Milking supplies 
• Cattle lease 
• Custom boarding 
• Other livestock expo 
• Crops 
• Fertilizer & lime 
• Seeds & plants 
• Spray, other crop expo 
• Real Estate 
• Land, bldg., fence rep. 
• Taxes 
• Rent & lease 
• Other 
• Insurance 
• Utilities(farm share) 
• Interest 
Miscellaneous 
Expansion livestock 
I 
} =======Equals=====> 
• Make sure the beginning of year balance is entered in Column 97 and the year end balance in Column 96. 
Computer entry: Combine Col. 99 with data on page 44 to complete Screen 13. 
• 
• $~~-:..-~b·
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 
• 
• $ • 
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$,---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$---­
$._--­
$==== 
Workbookl43 I 
CASH AND PREPAID EXPENSES I 
This worksheet is for entering all cash expenses incurred during the summary year. It is also used to record changes in 
prepaid expenses in categories where a change in inventory will not account for the changes in expense. Additional 
guidelines for recording summary year's expenses follow: I 
1.	 Enter hired labor expenses separately including wages, social security paid on labor, worker's compensation 
insurance (net of refunds), unemployment insurance, and privileges purchased for hired labor. Wages paid must be I 
consistent with months of hired labor. Check to see that monthly wages range between $750 and $2,500 per
 
employee. Make sure wages do not include "draws" to partners or wages ofcorporate owner/operators for
 
individuals entered as operators in Column 55.
 I 
2.	 DaiLY grain and concentrate bought should include the concentrate, minerals, protein, and grain purchased during 
the year for the dairy herd including cows, heifers, calves, and bulls. ~ roughage includes hay, silage, and 
silage additives purchased for the entire dairy herd. All feed purchased for livestock such as hogs, horses, and beef I 
cattle should be included in Nondairv feed. 
3.	 Milk marketing includes government assessments, milk hauling, milk promotion, and coop dues. Do not include I
capital assessments. Other livestock expenses include DHIC dues, cattle registration, livestock board, milk house
 
and parlor supplies, bedding, and bST.
 
I4.	 Enter all the town, county, and school taxes paid on farm real estate. Exclude taxes paid on your personal residence, 
income and self-employment taxes. (Itemize corporate taxes under miscellaneous.) Sales taxes should be
 
capitalized along with cost of improvement.
 I 
5.	 Enter all the fire and farm liability insurance paid on farm property. Exclude life insurance and personal health 
insurance. Enter employee health insurance under hired labor, truck/auto insurance as machinery expense, and crop 
insurance as other crop expense. I 
6.	 Enter the farm share of utility expenses. (e.g. electricity, telephone, heating fuel) 
I7.	 Include all real estate rent paid and any ~ payments on structures. Identify taxes and insurance paid by the 
rentee as rent. Enter machinery lease payments under machine hire. rent or lease, cattle lease payments under cattle
 
~nm1 expense. See Column 85 for lease payments.
 I8.	 Include all interest paid on farm liabilities including finance charges. 
9.	 Miscellaneous expenses should not be large. Include only those items which cannot be identified within another 
category. Maple product expenses should be entered as miscellaneous. I 
10.	 Cattle purchased must be divided into those purchased as replacements and those that increase the size of the herd 
(expansion). Start by allocating the increase in herd size recorded on the Livestock Inventory (Columns 32 to 40). I 
11. Personal withdrawals and family expenditures includes all cash withdrawals plus all additional nonfarm expenses 
paid with farm cash or from farm accounts (e.g., income tax, self-employment tax, life insurance). Include 
withdrawals used for nonfarm loan payments, savings and investments as well as family living expenses. Include Iborrowed capital used for nonfarm purchases, providing it has been entered as a new nonfarm liability in Column 
79. If any or all ''Nonfarm Cash Income" has been excluded from the value entered in Column 94, you must also
 
exclude any family expenses paid from that income.
 I 
12. Change in prepaid expenses is the difference between the amount of an item prepaid on December 31 and the 
amount prepaid on January 1 (end year minus beginning-of-year). The total change in prepaid expenses (the sum of 
Column 101) must equal the difference between prepaid expense totals in Columns 65 and 66 (end year minus I 
beginning-of-year). 
I
 
I
 
I Workbookl44 
CASH AND PREPAID EXPENSES I 
I
 (Col. 1(0) (Col. 101)
 
I 
Change in 
Cash Amount Paid Prepaid Expense 
I Hired labor 
I 
Feed: Dairy grain & concentrate 
Dairy roughage 
Nondairy feed 
I Machinety: Machine hire, rent & lease Machinery repairs & farm vehicle expo 
Fuel, oil & grease
I Livestock: Replacement livestock 
BreedingI Veterinary & medicine Bedding supplies
 
Milking supplies
 I Milk marketing
 
I 
Cattle lease/rent 
Custom boarding 
Other livestock expense 
I ~: Fertilizer & lime Seeds & plants 
Spray, other crop expo 
I 
I Real Estate: Land, bldg., fence rep. 
Taxes 
Rent & lease 
I 
Other operating: Insurance 
Utilities (farm share) 
Interest
 
Miscellaneous
 
I Other: Expansion livestock 
I Stock and certificates purchased (exclude Fann credit stock) 
I Personal withdrawals & family expenditures 
$
---------­
$" .. 
$ ~..... 
$_.-"""--'-----­
N"""~'::>'":":""M':~'"'':_-''' '$<:< .. \~F'::'-' 
Computer entry: Combine information on this page with accounts payable data on page 42 (Col. 99) to complete Screen 
13. I 
Workbookl45 I 
ACCRUAL CROP EXPENSE BY CROP I 
This worksheet is used to separate your total crop expense bills into the amount spent on hay crops, com crops, pasture,
 
and all other crops.
 I 
Ifyou have this infonnation broken down in your records, you need not record all of the detail here. The only essential
 
infonnation is the total row in each of the three categories of crop expense (fertilizer and lime, seeds and plants, and spray
 Iand otber crop expense). 
Columns 102 and 103 are for you to indicate date and description ofexpense for your information. Enter the total Iamount ofeach bill paid or expense in Column 104. Then assign amounts to hay crops, com, pasture and/or other crops in 
Columns 105, 106, 107 and 108. Columns 105,106,107 and 108 should add to the amount in Column 104. 
IIn most cases, it is possible to identify which crop large purchases of inputs were used on. Use field records, dates, and
 
descriptions as clues for allocating the expenses. Unless you have a better basis for allocation, allocate lime expenses
 
proportionately across all crop acres since benefits extend to crops grown in future years. Charge fertilizer, chemical, and
 
seed costs to the crop to which they were applied.
 I 
In order to gain the improved accuracy ofaccrual accounting, this worksheet also has a place for you to enter changes in
 
inventory and accounts payable. You have previously entered this information in Columns 28, 31, and 99. However, it is
 I 
now necessary to break down these changes as to whether they relate to hay crops, com crops, pasture, or other crops. The
 
cbange in inventory number should be determined by subtracting Column 31 (end of year inventory) from Column 28
 
(beginning of year inventory) for the three crop expense categories. Ifyou had an increase in inventory, the resulting
 I 
number will be negative and should be entered with a negative sign in front of it. The cbanges in account payable can be
 
read directly from Column 99 for each category. Again, the number may be positive or negative.
 I 
After entering the amount of the changes in inventory and account payable in Column 104, distribute the changes
 
among the hay, com, pasture, or other crop categories.
 I 
As a result of your work on this sheet, your summary printout will provide you with a breakdown of crop expense by
 
crop on a per tillable acre basis and per ton dry matter or per dry bushel basis. This information will be useful in evaluating
 
potential changes in crop acreages and other cropping decisions.
 I 
Example: 
(Col. 102) (Col. 103) (Col. 104) 
Description of Total 
Month/Day Expense Bill Paid 
Fertilizer and Lime 
~ 110	 lAn',on56,\<&nr.ce $ ~OO 
Inventory change \ 00 0 
Change in accounts payable 0 
Total fertilizer and lime $ 2600 
I Workbookl46 
ACCRUAL CROP EXPENSE BY CROPI 
I (Col. 102) (Col. 103) (Col. 104) (Col. 105) (Col. 106) (Col. 107) (Col. 108) 
I 
Hay Crop Com All 
Amount Amount Other 
Description of Total (silage & (silage & Pasture Crops 
Month/Day Expense Bill Paid dry) + dry) + Amount Amount 
Fertilizer and Lime 
I $ $ $ $$--­
I 
I 
I 
Inventory change 
I Change in accounts payable 
Total fertilizer and lime $.: T 
I Seeds and Plants 
$._-- $--- $--- $--- $--­
I
 
I Inventory change 
Change in accounts payable 
I Total seeds and plants 
I Spray and other crop expense $--- $--- $-- $--- $--­
I
 
I
 
I Inventory change 
Change in accounts payable 
I Total spray and other crop $ "ttiF
 expense
 
I
 
Workbook/47 I 
Optional Input for Deferred Tax Calculations I 
A balance sheet including deferred taxes can be printed for those farms that are able to complete this section. It is assumed 
that (1) farm assets not listed in this section will not significantly influence deferred tax liability, and (2) all gain on machinery I 
and purchased livestock is ordinary gain. Enter tax basis information for assets previously entered in inventory. Operator 
residences should be included in tax basis for "buildings & improvements" as well as for "operator residences" if it was included 
in the Real Estate Inventory in Column 47. Enter market values for operator residences; single purpose livestock structure, silos, I
and grain bins; and, purchased livestock. Enter proprietorship and partnership information. Spousal partners filing a joint tax 
return must combine their ownership in one column. The partner's percent share of farm adjusted gross income must include 
current cattle sales as well as Schedule F net farm profits. The partner's percent ownership of nonfarm assets must be based on 
only those included in Column 66. I 
Example: I 
Farmer A has $10,000 worth of purchased dairy cattle with an undepreciated balance of$5,000. His machinery and 
equipment have been depreciated down to $60,000. The tax basis or unrecovered cost ofhis farm buildings, drain tiles and other 
depreciable real estate is $85,000. $75,000 of the $85,000 is allocated to his freestall barn, parlor and silos which have an Iestimated market value of$125,000. The farm land has a tax basis of$100,000. The operator's house cost $25,000 and $30,000 
ofcapital improvements have been added for a tax basis of$55,000. Its current value is $110,000. Nonfarm assets include 
savings and lRAs that have a basis of$12,000. Farmer A is a Sole proprietor, married filing a joint tax return, and has paid no 
self employment tax on nonfarm income. I 
(Col. 109) ITax Basis (undepreciated balance) of: (as of December 31) 
Purchased livestock (included in livestock inventory, Column 39) 
Machinery & equipment (included in mach. inventory, Column 13) I 
Buildings & improvements (included in R. E. inventory, Column 47) IPart that is single purpose livestock structure, silos, & grain bins ($ or %) 
Land (included in land and building inventory, Column 47)
 
Operator residences! (included in land & bldg. inventory, Column 47)
 I 
Nonfarm assets (included in Column 66) 
I 
Market Value of:
 
Operator residences (included in land and bldg. inventory, Column 47)
 
Single purpose livestock structure, silos and grain bins ($ or % ofR.E. inventory) 
Purchased livestock ($ or % oflivestock inventory) 
Proprietorship:
 
Tax filing status2
 
Nonfarm income of operator on which self-employment tax was paid 
lResidences included in farm real estate lived in by the operators of the business. 
21=single, 2=married filing jointly, 3=married filing separately, 4=head of household. 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I 
I 
I 
I Workbookl48 
Optional Input for Deferred Tax Calculations I 
I
 (Col. 109)
 Tax Basis (undeJ?reciated balance) of: (as of December 31) 
I
 Purchased livestock (included in livestock inventory, Column 39)
 Machinery & equipment (included in mach. inventory, Column 13) 
Buildings & improvements (included in R. E. inventory, Column 47) I Part that is single purpose livestock structure, silos, & grain bins ($ or %)
 
I
 Land (included in land and building inventory, Column 47)
 Operator residences' (included in land & bldg. inventory, Column 47) 
Nonfarm assets (included in Column 66)I 
I Market Value of:
 Operator residences (included in land and bldg. inventory, Column 47)
 
Single purpose livestock structure, silos and grain bins ($ or % of R.E. inventory) 
I Purchased livestock ($ or % of livestock inventory) 
I 
Pro.prietoTShip:
 
Tax filing status2
 
Nonfarm income ofoperator on which self-employment tax was paid 
I Partnership Information Partner I Partner 2 Partner 3 Partner 4 Partner 5 
Tax Filing Status2 I Percent Share of Farm
 
Adjusted Gross Income
 
I Percent Ownership of: 
I Current Assets ----%Livestock 
----'% 
I Machinery ----"%
Real Estate "% 
I ......0/0.. W.% ---_.. %Nonfarm Assets Listed 
I 
Nonfarm Income of operator on $.~",--_~:;,;"
 
which self-employment tax was
 
paid
 
I 
lResidences included in farm real estate lived in by the operators of the business.
 
21=single, 2=married filing jointly, 3=married filing separately, 4=head of household.
 
I
 
or _..:...::..--'---'--__ 
I
 
I
 
APPENDIXI
 
The following worksheets do not have to be filled out to complete a farm. business summary. They are I provided as back-up worksheets to assist you in compiling some information which would then be transferred to one 
of the columns in the main section ofthe workbook. 
I The machinery and equipment inventory worksheets (Columns At and A2) are provided as a place to make an 
I 
inventory record if you do not already have one. Another alternative would be to use a Cornell "Farm. Inventory 
and Depreciation Book" which is available at your county Extension office. 
I 
Several worksheets are included to help you accurately estimate your physical inventories and crop production. 
These worksheets cover silo capacities, com grain conversion, estimating grain and hay volumes, and compiling 
total crop production. 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I Workbook Appendix 11 
I 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT I 
INVENTORY WORKSHEETS 
I 
I The worksheets on Appendix pages 2 through 8 are for completion of an inventory record of machinery and equipment. If you already have such an inventory, it is not necessary to complete these worksheets. The only 
I 
numbers which are essential to completion ofa dairy farm business summary are the beginning and end of year total 
inventory values. These values are entered in Columns 12 and 13 on workbook page 8. If you use the machinery 
and equipment inventory worksheets below, transfer the totals from Appendix page 8 to the appropriate lines on 
workbook page 8. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I
 
I
 

I 
Workbook Appendix I 3 
I	 MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT INVENTORY 
(CONTINUED)I 
I 
(Col. AI) (Col. AZ) 
Market Value 
Description of item	 January 1 December 31 
I
 Total (from previous page)	 $ $
 Discs 
I	 Harrows 
I Clodbuster 
I	 Cultipacker
 
I
 Cultivator
 
I
 Weeder
 
Roller 
I	 Land leveler 
I
 Other
 
I
 Wagons and the like 
I	 Wagons, grain 
I
 
Wagons,hay 
I 
Wagons, self-unloading 
I 
I Totals (carry over to next page) $	 $ 
I
 
I
Workbook Appendix / 4
 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT INVENTORY I
 
(CONTINUED)
 I
(Col. At) (Col. A2) 
Market Value 
Description of item January I December 31 I
 
Total (from previous page) $ $ 
Mower I
 
Mower conveyor I
 
Rakes I
 
Windrower, power take-off I
 
I
 
Windrower, self-propelled 
Windrow turner I
 
I
 
Corn machinery 
Corn planters I
 
I
 
Corn picker 
I
Corn picker-sheller 
Picker, grinder, recut I
 
Field choppers I
 
Silo blowers and pipe I
 
I
 
I
 
Totals (carry over to next page) $ $ 
I 
Workbook Appendix / 5 
I	 MACHINERY AND EQIJIPMENT INVENTORY 
(CONTINUED)I (Col. AI) (Col. Al) 
Market Value I Description of item	 January 1 December 31 
I
 Total (from previous page)	 $ $
 Silo unloaders 
I 
I Silo distributor 
I	 Small grain machinery 
I
 Drills
 
I	 Seeder
 
I	 Combines
 
I
 Other field and crop machinery 
I	 Crop sprayers
 
I
 Power sprayer
 
Fertilizer spreader 
I	 Insecticide applicator
 
I
 Irrigation equipment
 
I	 Harvesters 
I	 Planters 
I Totals (carry over to next page) $	 $ 
I
Workbook Appendix / 6
 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT INVENTORY I
 
(CONTINUED)
 I
(Col. AI) (Col. A2) 
Market Value 
Description of item January I December 31 I
 
Total (from previous page) $ $ 
Dairy equipment I
 
Bulk tanks I
 
Feed bunks I
 
Feed carts I
 
I
 
Furnace 
Heater I
 
Milking machine units I
 
Milk transfer system 
Milk house equipment, portable I
 
I
 
Parlor equipment, portable 
I
 
Vacuum pump I
 
Ventilation fans 
I
 
Waterer, automatic livestock 
I
 
Totals (carry over to next page) $ $ I
 
I
 
I
Workbook Appendix / 6
 
MACIDNERY AND EQUIPMENT INVENTORY I
 
(CONTINUED)
 I
(Col. AI) (Col. A2) 
Market Value 
Description of item January 1 December 31 I
 
Total (from previous page) $ $ 
Dairy equipment I
 
Bulk tanks I
 
Feed bunks I
 
Feed carts I
 
I
 
Furnace 
Heater I
 
Milking machine units I
 
Milk transfer system 
Milk house equipment, portable I
 
I
 
Parlor equipment, portable 
I
 
Vacuum pump I

Ventilation fans 
I
 
Waterer, automatic livestock 
I
 
Totals (carry over to next page) $ $ I
 
I
 
I 
Workbook Appendix / 7 
I MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT INVENTORY 
(CONTINITED)I 
(Col. AI) (Col. Al)I Market value 
Description of item January 1 December 31 
I Total (from previous page) $ $ 
Water pump 
I 
Waste disposal equipment
I Gutter cleaner 
I 
Loader 
I Scraper 
I Spreaders 
I Liquid manure equipment 
I Feed equipment 
I Carts or conveyors 
I
 
I
 
Grain dryer 
I Feed mill 
I Feed grinder-mixer 
Mechanical feeders 
I 
Totals (carry over to next page) $ $I 

I
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CROP WORKSHEETS I 
I The following eight pages (10-17) are to assist you with completion of the crop production information. They 
should be helpful in working on Columns 14,17,62-64,102-108 of the workbook. It is not essential for you to fill 
in the worksheets below; they are here for your use only. I
 
I
 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
.______-----'I0Il" _ 
------.
 
I 
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CORN GRAIN CONVERSION WORKSHEET 
I 
Percent Tons as Conversion Dry Shell 
Moisture Harvested! Factor Equivalent 
Ear Com: % T bushels I 
Shell Com: % T bushels I 
Total (enter in Column 63) bushels 
IUse Table 1 below. 2Use Table 2 below.
 
TABLE 1. TOWER SILO CAPACITIES FOR mGB MOISTURE CORN
 
Tons High Moisture Ear Com3 Tons High Moisture Shelled Com4 Sealed Storage 
Inside Diameter in Feet 20 Feet Diameter I 
Settled Depth 14 16 18 20
 
15 47 62 78 97 113
 I 
20 65 84 107 132 154
 
25 83 108 137 169 192
 I30 102 133 168 207 235 
35 121 158 200 247 274 I40 142 185 234 289 320
 
45 163 213 269 332 360
 
50 185 241 305 377 407
 I 
55 271 342 423 448
 
60 302 381 471 498
 I 
65 421 520 
70 462 571 I 
3Based on 33 percent moisture content. 4Based on 28 percent moisture content. 
HMEC stored in horizontal silos will range from 40 to 42 pounds per cubic foot. ITABLE 2. CORN GRAlN CONVERSION TABLE 
Percent Moisture 
in Kernel 
14.0 
Tons of Shelled Com Needed 
to Equal One Bushel ofDry Shelleds 
0.0275 
Percent Moisture in 
Whole Ear 
14.2 
Tons of Ear Com Needed to Equal One 
Bushel ofDry Shelled Com 
0.0335 I 
15.5 
16.0 
0.0280 
0.0282 
16.0 
16.6 
0.0342 
0.0345 I 
18.0 
20.0 
22.0 
0.0289 
0.0296 
0.0300 
19.7 
22.6 
25.2 
0.0357 
0.0370 
0.0384 I 
24.0 
26.0 
0.0312 
0.0320 
27.9 
-30.0 
0.0399 
0.0414 I 
35.0 0.0364 
S One bushel of no. 2 com at 15.5 percent moisture content. 
28.0 
30.0 
32.0 
0.0329 
0.0338 
0.0348 
32.6 
34.6 
36.4 
39.3 
0.0428 
0.0443 
0.0457 
0.0479 
I 
I 
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APPROXIMAlE DRY MATI'ER CAPACITY OF Sn.oS* 
I Deptbof 
I 
Settled IDside Diameter of Silo: 
Silage (ft) 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28' 30 
2 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 
I 
4 1 2 2 3 4 5 5 6 8 9 10 
6 2 2 3 4 5 7 8 10 11 13 15 
8 3 4 5 7 9 11 13 16 18 21 24 
10 4 5 7 9 11 14 17 20 24 28 32 
12 5 7 9 11 14 18 22 26 30 35 40 
I 14 5 8 11 14 17 22 26 31 36 42 48 
I 
16 6 9 12 17 21 26
-
32 37 44 51 58 
18 7 11 14 19 24 29 35 42 49 57 65 
20 8 12 16 21 27 33 40 47 56 65 74 
22 9 14 19 24 30 38 48 54 64 74 85 
24 11· 15 21 27 34 43 52 61 72 83 96I 26 12 17 23 30 38 48 58 68 81 94 107 28 13 19 26 35 44 53 64 76 90 104 119 
30 15 21 29 38 47 59 71 84 99 115 132 
I 32 16 23 32 41 52 65 78 93 109 127 145 
34 18 25 34 45 57 70 85 101 119 137 158 
I 36 19 28 37 48 62 76 92 109 129 150 172 38 21 30 41 53 67 82 100 118 . 139 161 185 40 22 32 44 57 72 89 107 127 150 173 199 
I 42 24 34 47 61 77 95 115 137 161 186 214 
I 
44 26 37 50 65 82 102 123 146 172 200 229 
46 27 39 53 69 88 108 131 155 183 212 244 
48 29 42 56 74 93 115 140 166 195 226 260 
50 31 44 60 78 99 122 148 175 206 239 274 
I 52 32 47 64 83 105 129 157 186 219 254 291 54 34 49 67 88 111 137 165 197 231 267 306 
I 
56 36 51 71 93 117 144 174 207 243 282 324 
58 38 54 74 98 123 151 183 218 261 297 339 
60 40 56 78 102 129 159 192 228 273 309 357 
I 
To fiDd the tDDs remaining in a top UD­
62 loading silo after part of the silage is 135 167 201 239 287 324 374 
64 ~moved: 1 fiDei the tolls of silage 142 174 210 250 301 339 391 
66 when the Iilo was filled, 2 find the tolls 149 182 219 260 314 354 407 
68 in a silo filled to the heigbt equal to the 155 190 228 271 328 369 424 
70 deptb of silage removed, 3 subtract the 162 198 237 282 342 384 441I number of tDDs in Step 2 &om the number of tolls in Step 1. Ex: a 20 foot 
I 
72 293 356 400 458 
74 Iilo filled to a lCUled depth of 60 feet 305 371 415 476 
76 IDd 22 feet were fed off. 1 2Ox60 316 385 431 493 
78 equals 159 tolls, 2 2Ox22 equals 38 tDDs 328 400 446 511 
80 3 159 minus 38 equals 121 tolls ~main. 339 462 462 528 
I *This table was adapted by the Department of Agricultural Engineering and Agricultural Eoooomics from a silo capacity table developed by the National Silo Association. 1201 Waukegan Road, Glenview, Dlioois and added to by the Department of Agricultural Engineering and Agricultural Economies, the University ofWiscoosin. 
I
 
I
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APPROXIMATE CAPACITY OF HORIZONTAL SILOS 
I 
The following tables give approximate capacity of horizontal silos in tons based on 70 percent moisture sila~, 
good packing practices, and level full condition after settling. Allowance should be made for sloping end(s), i.e., 
the capacity indicated is for full length ofaverage depth, so for design purposes add depth of silo to this length. I 
Amount ofsilage I 
Avezaae pee slice
 
width Length in Feet 4- lr
 
in feet 60 80 100 120 140 160 200 thick thick
 I 
8' deep, 40 pounds pet cubic foot:
 
tons tons
 
20 192 2S6 320 384 448 512 640 1.1 3.2
 I30 288 384 480 576 672 768 960 1.6 4.8
 
40 384 512 640 768 896 1,024 1,280 2.1 6.4
 
SO 480 640 800 960 1,120 1,280 1,600 2.7 8.0
 
60 576 768 960 1,152 1,344 1,536 1,920 3.2 9.6
 I 
80 768 1,024 1,280 1,536 1,792 2,048 2,560 4.3 12.8 
10' deep, 42 pounds per cubic foot: I 
20 252 336 420 504 588 672 840 1.4 4.2 
30 378 504 630 756 882 1,008 1,260 2.1 6.3 
40 504 672 840 1,008 1,176 1,344 1,680 2.8 8.4 ISO 630 840 I,OSO 1,260 1,470 1,680 2,100 3.5 10.5
 
60 756 1,008 1,260 1,512 1,764 2,016 2,520 4.2 12.6
 
80 1,008 1,344 1,680 2,016 2,352 2,688 3,360 5.6 16.8
 I 
12' deep, 44 pounds per cubic foot:
 
20 317 422 528 634 739 845 1,056 1.8 5.3
 
30 475 634 792 950 1,109 1,267 1,584 2.6 7.9
 I 
40 634 845 1,056 1,267 1,478 1,690 2,112 3.5 10.6
 
SO 792 1,056 1,320 1,584 1,848 2,112 2,640 4.4 13.2
 
60 950 1,267 1,584 1,901 2,218 2,534 3,168 5.3 15.8
 I80 1,267 1,690 2,138 2,521 2,957 3,379 4,224 7.0 21.4 
14' deep, 46 pounds per cubic foot:
 
20 386 515 644 773 902 1,030 1,288 2.1 6.4
 I 
30 580 773 966 1,159 1,352 1,546 1,932 3.1 9.7 
40 773 1,030 1,288 1,546 1,803 2,061 2,576 4.3 12.9 
SO 966 1,288 1,610 1,932 2,254 2,576 3,220 5.4 16.1 I60 1,159 1,546 1,932 2,318 2,705 3,091 3,864 6.4 19.3
 
80 1,546 2,061 2,576 3,091 3,606 4,122 5,152 8.6 25.8
 ISOURCE: mc: 302:73:246 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
ESTIMATING GRAIN AND HAY VOLUME 
Grain: A bushel of graiD coolains 1.25 albic feet Mulliply 1be IeDgth of &be biD by Ibe width, by Ibe depth (all in feet) to get albic 
feeL 1ben divide albic feet by 1.25. A quicker way is to muIliply the albic feet by 0.8. H the storage uoit is round, use the formula 
1t fl x height =albic feet. 
II Example: Bin 10 x 4 x 3 equals 120 albic feet; 120 limes 0.8 equals 96 bushels. 
Storage Space Requirements for Feed Bedding1
 
I WeightlCubic Ft. Cubic FL
 Pounds Per Ton 
I 
I 
Hay- Loug loose. in sballow mows 3.6 - 4.2 475 - 550
 
Loug loose. iD deep mows 4.0 - 5.0 400 - 500
 
BaJed.loosely . 5.s - 6.6 300 - 360
 
Baled, lightly 6.6 - 8.3 240 - 300
 
Chopped, 3- machine alt 5.3 - 6.1 330 - 380
 
Chopped, Illl- 2- macbine QIt 5.6 - 6.7 300 - 360
 
Straw- Loose 3.5 - 4.5 450 - 570
 
Baled 6.0 - 10.0 200 - 330
 
I Chopped 5.7 - 8.0 2SO - 350
 Shavings, baled 20 100 
Mixed ground feed 30 - 40 50 - 67 
I ISpccial Bulletin 4, Planning Stall Bams, October Experiment StatioD, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wiscoosin S3706 
ESTIMATING EAR CORN VOLUME 
General Directions: Multiply the length times the width limes the height (all in feet) to get albic feet. H the storage uoit is round,I use the formula 1t fl x height equals cubic feeL To get blWlels, multiply cubic feet times 0.4 or divide cubic feet by 2.5. 
I Two MoisbR CoaIeDt Comdioasl
 I) Ifcky. bI&S1eIs = volume iD cubic feet l[ 419 419=0.4444
 Ifaew -bUIbeIs = wlume iD aabic feet l[ 4110 4110 = 0.4000
 
If~ - busbds = wlume iD cubic: feet l[ 4111 4111 = 0.3636
 
2) FoUowiDg In CXlI'Iedioa fadmJ b COII'mtiDg lIJ'OIS bulbels « e.- COI1I to Del bu.1beIs.
I ..Moisbe ..Moi.taR ..Moi.taR Staudud Weipts «FIrm 
CoafcDt FIaor Caatellt nctor Caatellt nctor Procb:ts Per BwiJeI 
I 15 or less 1.030 22 0.925 29 0.820 pclUIIds 16 1.015 23 0.910 30 0.80S 60 17 1.000 24 0.895 31 0.790 48 
18 0.985 2S 0.880 32 0.715 48 
19 0.970 26 0.865 33 0.760 60 
I
 20 0.955 27 0.850 34 0.745 60
 21 0.940 28 0.835 2S 0.730 14 
I 
14 
50 
I) EumpIc: 10,000 aabic feet «Itorqe 60 
Iky - 10,000 aabic feet l[ 419 = 4,444 busbeIs 50 
New - 10,000 aabic feet l[ 4110 = 4,000 busbels 35 
DImp - 10,000 aabic feet l[ 4/11 = 3,636 56I 2) EumpIe: 10,000 aabic feet« ItonF 50 60 
56 
I GroaBu. 48 StaDdIrd Moisbe 32 Moisbe Cu.R. nctor BusbeIs nctor Net.Bu. 52 
14 
I IS" 
I 
10.000 x 0.4 =4.000 x 1.030 =4,120 60 
17 10.000 x 0.4 =4.000 x 1.000 =4,000 60 
19 10.000 x 0.4 =4.000 x0.970 =3,880 50 
21 10.oooz 0.4 =4.000 zO.940 =3,760 14 
23 10.oooz 0.4 =4.000 z 0.910 =3,640 56 
2S 10.oooz 0.4 =4.000 zO.880 =3,520 56 
27 10.oooz 0.4 =4.000 zO.8SO =3.400 60 
29 10.oooz OA =4.000 zO.820 =3.280 45 
31 10.oooz 0.4 =4.000 zO.790 =3,160 60 
I 56 8.6 
TILLABLE LAND USE BY FIELD 
Hay Crop (Hay and Hay Cro.p Silage) Com Silag:e 
Workbook Appendix / 14 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I
 
I 
Transfer total acres for each crop to Column 62, page 28. Cross-check total tillable acres at bottom of Column 62 against 
Tillable Land, Acres Owned (Column 60) plus Acres Rented (Column 61), in Land Inventory on page 26. . 
* 
Total Hay Crop * Total Com Silage * 
I 
I
 
I
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TILLABLE LAND USE BY FIELD (continued) 
Other Forage Harvested Com Grain 
Total Other Forage ___* Total Com Grain * 
Total Oats * Total Wheat 
---
* 
Tillable Pasture 
Total Other * Total Tillable Pasture 
---
* 
• 
I
* Transfer total acres for each crop to Column 62, page 28. Cross-check total tillable acres at bottom of Column 62 against 
Tillable Land, Acres Owned (Column 60) plus Acres Rented (Column 61), in Land Inventory on page 26. 
r
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TOTAL CROP PRODUCTION 
Hay'" Dimensions (in feet) Total Prod.
 
Cu. Ft. (tons) Dry Matter
 Storage structure Length x Width X Height Cu. Ft. 
Per Ton (all cuttings) Coefficient'" '" 
____ (avg) 
Total.... 
'" Use this worksheet if you don't have a count of number of bales produced. An alternative would be to multiply number of bales times average bale weight.
 
"'''' Enter as decimal, e.g., 40% is entered as .4.
 
Hay Crop Silage. Corn Silage. or High Moisture Corn in Tower Silos.... 
Dimensions	 Total Tons 
Dry Matter Dry Matter Total Production (tons) Storage Structure Depth Diameter (from silo chart) Coefficient (all cuttings) 
Com Silage in Trench Silo 
Tons Per Total Production (tons) Dry Matter 
Storage structure Length X Width"'" X Depth Cu. Ft. X Cu. Ft. (fresh weight) Coefficient 
Total....	 
___(avg.) 
.. '" For width, average width at top and bottom oftrench. 
.... Transfer total production for each crop to Column 63, page 28. 
ojI 
•
 
-----
-----
-j
--.
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GROWN FEED INVENTORY
 
-

This worksheet is used to calculate beginning and end ofyear inventory ofall grown feeds. These are crops that you raised for feed. Purchased feed is not included 
here. 
If you have an end of year inventory of grown feeds for the year prior to the summary year, this can be used to complete the beginning of year portion of the 
worksheet for January 1. If you are without the prior year's ending inventory figures, it may be easier to start by determining the summary year's ending inventory (December 
31). In other words, start by completing the right side of the worksheet. Then make your best estimates of the quantities you had on hand at the beginning of the year 
(January 1). One method is to compare what you have at the summary year' end with what you think you had at the prior year's end. 
(Col. 14) (Col. 17) 
Beginning of Year (January 1) End of Year (December 31) 
Item Size of Storage Amount Still Full Quantity Size of Storage Amount Still Full Quantity 
Com-HMSC
 
Com-HMEC
 
I 
Com-dry, 
Oats 
Wheat 
Other
Dry hay 
Hay crop silage 
Com silage 
Other 
• 
-------------------
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SAMPLE FARMER LIVESTOCK INVENTORY EXAMPLE 
Sample Farmer had 50 head ofyoung stock valued at $30,500 at the beginning of the year. At the end of the year he still had 50 head ofyoung stock and his 
total inventory value had increased to $36,000. 
How much of an increase can be attributed to growth and herd improvement and how much to change in market prices? 
A completed livestock inventory worksheet can provide the answers. At the beginning of the year, Sam had 10 bred heifers, 20 open yearlings, and 20 calves. 
At the end of the year he had 20 bred heifers that are younger and smaller than the 10 he had at the beginning of the year, but bred heifer prices have increased 
$100 during the year. The open yearlings did not change in quality or price during the year. The 10 calves in the year end inventory are older than last year's 
group. The increase in young stock value due to a change in the physical make up ofthe herd was $3500 while higher prices at the end of the year resulted in an 
increase due to appreciation of $2000. 
(Col. 32) (Col. 33) (Col. 34) (Col.. 35) (Col. 36) (Col. 37) (Col. 38) (Col. 39) (Col. 40) 
January 1 Prices December 31 Prices 
Type 
-
No. 
Price Per 
Head 
Total 
Value 
Dec. 31 
No. 
Price Per 
Head 
Total 
Value 
Price Per 
Head 
Total 
Value 
Average 
Number 
for Year 
Heifers: 
Bred ---l0 ~ ~S1> ~fJ tt» Ole> "SOb '*i", 000 4 qOb A,\ooC) I, 
Open 
(6 mo.-bred) ~o bS'D \!/OOO _0 lin> \3,ooC) ~ 1&.000 21 
Calves 
«6 mo.) 
Total 
OtO L/So q,ooo 
$,3o,SI)O 
\0 s-oo S;OOO 
$~"Looo 
S1)C) (jOOc. 
$ !f./GOe) 
,~ 
I 
I Workbook Appendix /19 OTHER A.R.M.E. EXTENSION BULLETINS 
I (Formerly AE. Extension Publications) 
I No. 94-18 Your Dairy in Transition Your Farm and the Industry Faculty & Staff Cornell University 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
No. 94-19 
No. 94-20 
No. 94-21 
No. 94-22 
No. 94-23 
No. 94-24 
Your Dairy in Transition A Planning 
Process for Considering Dairy Farm 
Expansion 
Your Dairy in Transition Wmding Down 
Your Farm Operation 
Dairy Farm Business Summary Eastern 
New York Renter Summary 1993 
Income Tax Consequences ofFarm Debt 
Cancellation and Bankruptcy 
Farm Income Tax Management and 
Reporting Reference Manual 
Dairy Farm Business Summary New York 
Large Herd Farms, 300 Cows or Larger 
1993 
Faculty & Staff 
Cornell University 
JohnR Brake 
Stuart F. Smith 
Linda D. Putnam 
George Casler 
George L.Casler 
Stuart F. Smith 
Jason Karszes 
Stuart F. Smith 
Linda D. Putnam 
I No. 94-25 New York Economic Handbook 1995 Agricultural Situation and Outlook AR.M.E. Staff 
I 
I 
No. 94-26 Census ofAgriculture Highlights New 
York State, 1992 
W. Knoblauch 
L. Putnam 
B. Stanton 
N. Merrill 
I 
I 
No. 94-27 Fruit Farm Business Summary Lake 
Ontario Region New York 1993 
Gerald B. White 
Alison DeMarree 
Linda D. Putnam 
I 
I 
I 
